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Lisa Callahan <lcallahan@cimanagement.ca>

947 Inspection
1 message

Barbara Ravanelli <bravanelli@cimanagement.ca> Wed, Feb 19, 2020 at 5:58 PM
To: mark whitton <mark_whitton@yahoo.com>, Daniel Kimmel <Dkimmel1940@gmail.com>, Jaye Shuttleworth
<jayelshuttleworth@yahoo.ca>, Tom Donnelly <tom@tdag.ca>, Russell Grass SR <sr@waterdon.ca>
Cc: Lisa Callahan <lcallahan@cimanagement.ca>

Good afternoon,

Hope you all warm in Florida and Jaye in Hawaii.  It is only -15 today with the wind chill.  Balmy actually....lol.

Today while I was on site I noted the following:

Elevator 2 the door has a large scratch at the top.  I had to open and close the door to discover that is the door scraping
on something inside the door shaft.  Probably a loose screw.  Thyssen was made aware and I am sending a note on to
Andrew at RIA (Elevator Consultant).  Picture is attached at bottom of email but I am not sure how clear it will come out
on your screen.  

I also went out on the rooftop terrace to ensure the tables are still covered.  Great news they are.  It is very windy up there
in the winter.  Wow.

The garage is starting to look dirty.  I walked all 4 levels to go down and check the locker that Judy Faulkner mentioned
belongs to her commercial unit.  I have already scheduled the garage cleaning for May 8th, and on the 9th Clean Water
Works will do the drains.  Just in case you get any emails from the residents.

1802 (flood unit) reached out to me today requesting I go and see her.  I am going  Friday at 9:30am.  I am taking her a
bouquet of flowers to welcome her home.  The flowers are from the Board and Capital Integral.  947 will not be charged
for this.  It is simply the right thing to do after all they have been through.

Regards,

Barbara Ravanelli, Condominium Manager, RCM
Licence 0001935824

Capital Integral Property Management
ACMO 2000 Certified
1600 Laperierre Ave., Ottawa, Ont. K1Z 8P5

Web: www.cimanagement.ca  Tel: 613-722-1232 ext. 108  Fax: 1-613-651-0306

To reach your management team for any service please use the service email for your location. This will ensure the quickest 
response to your request.
If your building name is OCSCC No. 345, then use the service345@cimanagement.ca email.

http://www.cimanagement.ca/
mailto:service345@cimanagement.ca
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